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Summary-Although class B audio-frequen�lI amplifiers haoe been analJ/zed 

by many previous investigators, the effect of the leakage inductance of the output 
tran.�former or choke in producing quasi transients, i.e., exponential terms which 
recur periodically, ha.� passed unnoticed. This paper gives equations for determining 
these quasi transients in the wave forms of the plate voltage, the plate current, and 
the output current, when the amplifier has reached a permanent state. The theoretical 
relations are derived from fundamental relations involving the tube characteristic, 
which is assumed to be linear, and the circuit external to the tubes. An equivalent 
circuit based on three-circuit transformer theory is also given to show the physical 
significance of the different terms in the equations. Cathode-ray oscillograms are 
presented in support of the theoretically calculated curves. 

INTRODUCTION 

T

HE performance of push-pull class B audio-frequency amplifiers 

has been studied by several writers1•2•3 recently either graphically 
or analytically. The graphical method has the advantage of bring 

able to take into account the curvature of the tube charact.eristics 

while in the analytic method one has to assume linear tube character
istics in order to simplify algebraic relations. However, in both methods 
of study so far, no attempt has been made to consider the effect of the 
leakage inductances in t.he ou tput transformer or coupling choke on the 
performance. True it is that in high qualit.y output transformers4 t.he 
leakage inductances between windings have been kept low, and that 
any trouble due to them has been more or less eliminated at the root 
by proper design, still it is not without practical value, aside from the 
theoretical interest of the problem, to be able to precaleulate such ef
fects, because when one has to make an e conomic choice of trans� 
formers in his equipment, it is quite import.ant to know the limit one 
has to go to eliminate the leakage inductances. 

Broadly speaking, the effects of leakage inductancrs in variable 
* Decimal classification: R3{)3.2. Original manuscript received by the Insti� . 

tute, March 16, 1936. Presented before joint meeting U.R.S.I.-I.R.E. WlIsh� 
ington, D. c., May 1, 1936. 
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frequency applications, such as the output stage of an audio-frequency 

amplifier, are twofold. First, they cause the impedance of the circuit 
to vary with frequency, thus producing, on a constant potential in
put, a decreased output as frequency increases, and second, they in
troduce finite time constants into the circuit thus bringing into play 

transients which distort the wave as one of the tubes changes from a 

conducting condition to a blocking condition and vice versa. The first 
of these effects, viz., variable impedance, is common to all classes of 
audio-frequency amplifiers, whether class A or class B, and has been 
very aqlply treated by Terman5 and his students. The second of these 
effects, viz., transient phenomena, is of importance, however, only 
in amplifiers, such as the class B, in which there is a periodic stoppage 

of current in the tubes. This second effect has probably been recognized 
by many to be one of the main troubles in the performance of class B 
audio-frequency amplifiers at high frequencies but, as stated before, 
it has not been studied analytically. In this paper, mathematical ex

pressions for the plate voltage, the plate current, and the load current 

will be derived for class B push-pull audio-frequency amplifiers in 
terms of the tube constants, the load resistance, and the leakage re
actances to take account of the latter's effects, and oscillograms will be 
presented to substantiate the theoretical relations. 

ASSUMPTIONS AND STEPS IN THE SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 
In order to avoid complicated analytic expressions, two assump

tions will be made. The first is that the tube characteristic is linear. 
In other words, the plate resistance, p, and the amplification factor, Il, 
are taken to be constant, and when the tube is conducting, the follow
ing linear relation is assumed to hold: 

(1) 
p 

in which ip, ep, and e� are instantaneous values of the plate current, the 
plate voltage, and the grid voltage, respectively. From (1) and the 
definition of a class B amplifier, the negative C bias voltage, Ee, will 
have a magnitude given by 

(2) 

�here Eb is the voltage of the B source. As the purpose of this paper 
18 to consider the quasi transients in the output stage of the amplifier, 
'eecond assumption made is that the peak input voltage E is equal to 

IF. E. Terman, "Radio Engineering," McGraw-HilI Book Company. 
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the C biaR so that the grid is not allowed to draw any current and pro. 
duce additional transient effects. 

Although t.he definition of an ideal class B amplifier requires that· 
the current flow in one tube lasts exactly half of a cycle, the transients 
in the circuit will prolong this conducting period to more than a half 
cycle. It is thus obvious that even after a permanent state is reached 
there will be periods at which both tubes in a clasR B push-pull am�· 
plifier are conducting. To facilitate the analysis, a complete cycle will 
therefore be divided into the following four periods (Fig. 1): 

}.1'1 I 

o f.-�.,.....".-�� wt·6 .... 
J-- - .. __ ,,-tt.,.j I 
I I I' I 
I I 
I I 

1 
I .1.1"2 I 

Fig. 1 

(1) Both tubes are conducting with plate current in first tube in
creasing and that in second tube decreasing; 

(2) First tube is conducting, but second tube iR nonconducting; 
(3) The two tubes are again both conducting with plate current in 

the first tube decreasing and that in the second increasing; 

(4) First tube is nonconducting, but second tube is conducting_ 

To obtain general mathematical expreRsions for the different quan-· 
tities in the different periods we need, in addition to the tube character
istic, viz., equation (1), the equations derivable from Kirchhoff's laws 

.

.

• 

j" 
relating to the circuits external to the tube. With these written out.: 
they can be solved in the usual way. ' 
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The solution contains, of course, a steady-state term and one or 

tWO transients for each period. The constants of integration in the 
transient t.erms can be evaluated from the condition that at the transi
tional point from one period to the next the plate current is cont.inu
OUS. This condition of continuity of the plate current of one tube means 
also the continuity of all other quantities at the transitional points. 

In order to facilitate the algebraic work, it should be noted that the 
relations in the third and fourth periods will be exactly identical in 
value to those in the first and second periods, respectively, by changing 
all quantities referred to the first tube into those referring to the 
second tube, and vice versa. Also due to symmetry of the circuits, the 
first and second periods together will last one half cycle and the third 
and fourth periods the other half cycle, so that t.o specify the transi
tional point.s, only t.wo auxiliary angles (say a and (3) are necessary. 
Thus the first period will be taken to start at wt = f) = -a and end at 
9 == - (3; the second period will last from f) = - {3 to e = 11'" -a; the third 
from 8=1I'"-a to f)=1I'"-{3; and the fourth from f)=1I'"-f3 to 8=211'"-a 
(Fig. 1). In terms of these auxiliary variables a and f3 which can be 
found from two simultaneous equations involving the constants of the 
tube and the attached circuit, the constants of integration can be 
expressed; and when a and f3 are found, all the different parts of the 

complete wave form can be calculated and plotted. 

Summarizing the above, one method of solving the problem will 
proceed as follows: 

(1) Assume linear tube characteristics; 
(2) Assume no grid current; 
(3) From Kirchhoff's laws write down current and voltage rela

tions for 
case Ca) when both tubes are conducting, and 
case (b) when only one tube is conducting; 

(4) Assume the open-circuit primary inductance of the transformer 
(i.e., with secondary open-circuited) to be very large; or in other words, 
neglect its effect and simplify the equations; 

(5) Solve these equations simultaneously in the usual manner to 
Obtain the general solution containing both "steady-state" and 
4transient" terms· , 

(6) Introduce two auxiliary angles a and {3 to specify the transition 
Points from onc period to the next; 
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(7) Impose the condition of continuity at the transition points and 
obtain two simultaneous equations involving a and f) and express con� 
stants of integration in terms of a and f); 

(8) Find a and f) by trial and error; 
(9) Evaluate the constants of integration from the values of et 

and f); 

(10) Calculate the wave forms point by point from the equations 
obtained in step (5). 

THE GENERAL SOLUTION 
When the general circuit as shown in Fig. 2 is considered, it will 

be shown in the Appendix that after the effect of the primary induct. 

f"1' 
Fig. 2.-r=(L/Lb)r'; i=yLb/L i'i cg= -Ec+E cos tli eg'= -Ec-E cos 9; 

L2=L-MNLbi L1=L-M1• 

ance L is neglected, the general solutions for the various quantities 
are: Ca) 'Vhen both tubes are conducting, 

p.E cos (8 - cot-1 s) 
i = Cc'o + Bt;-m9 + --------p Z. 

p.E cos (8 - cot-1 s) 
ip' = - Ct;-·8 + Be-m6 - -------

Z. 
Zlp.E cos (8 - cot-1 s + rPl) 

ep = Eb + pCE-18 + pBE-m8 - (3) Z. 
Zlp.E cos (8 - cot-1 s + rPl) 

e I = Eb - pCe-·8 + pBcm8 + -----------
p � 

2p.E cos (8 - cot-1 s) 
i = 2Ce-d + --------

Z. 
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2r + p p m=-' 
wL1' 

1527 

z.! = (2r + p)2 + w2(2L2 - Ll)2; Z12 = 4r2 + w2(2 L2- Ll)2; 
2r 

cos 1/11 = - ; and Band C are constants of integration; 
ZI' 

and (b) when one tube is conducting while the other is not, then 
ME cos (0 - cot-1 n) 

i = Acn6 + , p Z" 
i/ = 0, 

Z2J1.E cos (0 - cot-1 n + <P2) 
e = Eb + pAc,,6 - , l' Z" 

(r + P)Ll - pL2 Z3f.J.E cos (0 - cot-1 n + <Ps) 
e/ = Eb + AE-nI + , 

L2 Z" 
Jl.E cos (0 - cot-1 n) i = Acn8 + , 

,wherein, 
r+p n= -- ; 

wL2 

Zn 

Fig. 3 

(4) 

Z,,2 = (r + p)2 + w2L22; Z22 = r2 + w2L22; Za2 = r2 + w2(L2 - Ll)2; 
r r COs <1>2 = -' COS A.a = -' and Z2' 

� Za' 
A. is a third constant of integration. In case the secondary is com
Pletely coupled to the primaries without leakage, which is realized in 
Practice by connecting the load resistance r' = R = 4r across the plates 
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through large insulating condensers Cl as shown in Fig. 3 then 2L2 =< Ll 
and C = 0, and the equations (3) simplify to 

p,E cos 0 ip = Bem8 + ' 
2r + p 

p,E cos 0 
i ' = BE-m8 - ---p 2r + p 

2rp,E cos (j 
ep = Eb + pBem8 - , 2r + p 

2rp,E cos 0 
e/ = Eb + pBE-m8 + , 2r + p 

. 2p,E cos (j 
� = 2r + p 

while, e/ of (4) becomes 

(5) 

Z2P,E cos «(J - cot-1 n - <P2) 
e/ = Eb + (2r + p)Ae-n8 + . (4a) Zn 

If subscripts 1, 2, 3, and 4 are used to distinguish the four periods 
as shown in Fig. 1 and unprimed and primed symbols to refer to the 
two tubes, then due to symmetry of arrangement 

ip3«(J) = ip/(O - 11") 
ipa'«(J) = ip1«(J - 11") 
e1,3(O) = ep,'«(J - 11") 

epa'«(J) = ep1«(J - 11") 
ia«(J) = - i1(O - 11") 

ip4(O) = ip2'(O - 11") 
ip/(O) = ip2«(J - 11") 
ep4(O) = ep2'(O - 11") 

ep/(O) = ep2(O - 11") 
i4(O) = - i2«(J - 11"). 

(6) 

(7) 

�� It is thus seen that only the two sets of general solutions as given .:. 
in (3) and (4) are needed. Each one of the left-hand symbols in the 
set of (3) or (5) may then be given a subscript 1 to denote their refi 
spective values in the first period and those in set (4) a subscript 2 t� 
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denote values in the second period. The values in the third and fourth 
periods are obtained from these two sets through the relations (6) 

!tnd (7). 
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 

The solution given in detail in the Appendix is built up from funda
mental relations. It is a little bit laborious and for practical analysis, 

perhaps, one would like to know whether it is possible to devise an 
equivalent. circuit from which the above solutions may be obtained. 

Recognizing the fact that the output transformer in a push-pull circuit 
is nothing but a three-circuit transformer, the equivalent circuit for 

the latter properly combined with the equivalent circuit for the tubes 
should, from our physical intuition, give us the correct solution. In

deed the following equivalent circuit, Fig. 4, will be found to describe 
the push-pull amplifier exactly. Two points about the circuit may be 
mentioned. The first is that due to the differential effect of the cur
rents ip and ip' in the push-pull arrangement, their positive directions 
arc as shown while the equivalent voltage e' acting on the primed 
tube will have a positive direction opposite to that of i/ to be in con
formity with the actual push-pull arrangement. The fact that in the 
actual circuit diagram the positive directions of ip and iP' have been 
drawn away from their junction and that the grid voltages are 180 
degrees out of phase must not misguide one to infer that in the equiva
lent circuit diagram the positive directions of iP' and e' would be op
posite to what are shown in Fig. 4. The second point to note is that all . the resistances and inductances are referred to onc tube only; in other 
words, all values connected across the tubes from plate to plate should 
be divided by four. Thus 2L1 is the total leakage inductance measured 
across onc half of the primary windings when the other half is short
circuited and the secondary open-circuited, while L2 is the total leak

age inductance measured also across one half of the primary winding 
(Le., from outer terminal to center tap) with secondary short-circuited 

and the other half of the primary open-circuited. It should be noted 
again that when the secondary is completely coupled to the whole 
primary without leakage, L2 = LJ/2 and there is, in fact, a negative 
value of inductance (i.e., -LJ/2) existing in series with the load re
sistance r under such a condition. 

TIME CONSTANTS AND IMPEDANCES BASED ON 
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 

The theory of a three-circuit transformer is now quite well 
known and is already available in many textbooks.6 We shall, there-

GO. G. C. Dahl, "Electric Circuits," vol. 1, McGraw-HiU Book Company. 
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fore, not deduce the equivalent circuit but rather show that the re
sults calculated from the equivalent circuit give the correct time 
constants and steady-state impedance in the two cases of (a) both tUbes 
conducting and (b) only one tube conducting. We shall assume the 
exciting admittance of the transformer, i.e., the parallel branch de
noted by Land G to be nonexistent. Thus when both tubes are con
ducting, there are three �eshes to consider, Fig. 4(b); viz., (1) abcb'a'g; 
(2) gabcg, and (3) ga'b'cg. Since the circuit is symmetrical the last two 
meshes have identical constants, so that there are only two time con
stants. From the mesh abcb'a', the total resistance in series is 2p and 
the total inductance 2L1, giving a time constant Lt! p, or an equiva.
lent Q, if that term may be used, of wLt/ p. The transient current with 

p p 
V\/I�""""'" 6 

9 !l 
(a) Fig. 4 (b) 

this time constant appears, however, only in the plate currents ip and 
i/. It gives rise to the term 

(8) 
of (3) or (5). The second time constant is found from the mesh gabC{/ 
with the branch gabc in parallel with ga'b' c. This contains a total resist;.. 

ance r+p/2 and a total indu�tance L2-L1/2. Hence the time constant 
is (2L2-L1)/(2r+p). The transient term having this time constant is 
associated with all three currents, i, ip, and ip'. If it is to be taken as 
positive in case of i and ip, it should be negative in case of iP' due to the 
assumed positive direction of currents . This is then responsible for the 
term (equation (3», 

(9) 
in i and ip and its negative in i/. . 

Except for the transient term B emS there is no steady-state current ,:J': 
in the mesh abcb'a'ga. The steady-state current in the load r is diVid�J"' •.

.• 
equally between ip and i/. The impedance to the flow of this current' 
in the load r is, in complex notation, 
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. p jw(2L: - L1) 
Z=r+-+ -----

2 2 

1531 

(10) 

which accounts for the steady-state terms given at the end of each one 
of the equations (3) or (5), the negative sign of this term in i/ being 
again due to the fact that the positive direction of ip is what is shown. 
All the currents ip, i/, and i are thus seen correctly obtained from the 
equivalent circuit. 

It is of interest here to note that when all constants are referred not 
to one half of the primary but to plate to plate, then the above.imped

ance becomes: 
Zpp = 4Z = 4r + 2p + 2jw(2k - L1) = R + 2p + 2jw(2L: - L1) (11) 
by setting R = 4r, and the voltage to produce the current is 2J.1. E cos 8, 
giving a steady-state current 

• 2J.1.E 
11'1' = ----------

R + 2p + 2jw(2L2 - L1) 
(12) 

showing that the circuit may also be assumed to be a series circuit as 
shown in Fig. 5, where the tubes are considered truly in series, for the 
applied electromotive forces are adding and the total internal plate 

/' '-2 -.ft 
Fig. 5 

R 

resistance is 2p. This equivalent circuit is just as good as the one given 
in Fig. 4, provided one is not interested in the transient terms, for in
stance in case of class A amplifiers. However, if the transient terms are 
to be evaluated, the "series equivalent circuit" given in Fig. 5 has to be 
replaced by the "parallel" arrangement of Fig. 4 in order to get correct 
results. 

Coming next to the second period of operation in which one tube is 
C()nducting alone, the mesh gab' c is simply considered open-circuited 
in finding the impedance; i.e., 

z .. = p + r + jwL: (13) 
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and the time constant is L2/(p+r) or equivalent Q is WL2/(p+r). The 
transient and the steady-state terms in i and ip found in (4) exactly 
correspond with these considerations. 

The equivalent circuit is not very well adapted to the evaluation of 
the plate volt ages on the tubes. To find these, simply note that in case 

Fig. 6-r=p=4",Lt; 2L2=L1; m=4; n=lfi. 
Fig. 7-r=p/2=",Lt/4; 2L2=L1; m=1/2; n=3/2. 

ip and i/ are both positive, the linear characteristic of the tube requires 

ep = pip - p.eg = E b - [.LE cos () + pip 
and, 

e/ = pip' - [.Le/ = Eb + [.LE cos () + pi/ 
and that in case ip =0, due to the blocking of the tube, 

e/ = b\ + [r + P(L2 - L1) lip. 

SOME CALCULATED THEORETICAL CURVES 

(14) 

(15) 

To show how the transient terms affect the wave shapes of the dif
ferent quantities, two cases showing extreme conditions are given here, 
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assuming the output coupling to be a choke; i.e., 2L2=L1• The circuit 
parameters for these two cases are as follows: 
(A) r = p = 4wL1 
and, 
(B) 2r = p = 1/2wL1• 

They are plotted in Figs. (\ and 7. The following points in the curves 
may be noted: 

(1) Plate currents flowing more than 180 degrees, the angle of cur
r('nt flow in case B is as much as 230 degrees; 

R 

Fig. 8 

(2) Characteristic kink in the plate voltage wave which not only 
causes the maximum plate voltage to be leHH than what would be ex
pected from simple sine wave considerations but also distorts it very 
considerably in case the leakage reactance is too high; and 

(3) Third harmonic distortion introduced into the load-current 
wave form. 

DESCRIPTIO� OF EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
AND OSCILLOGRAlIfS OBTAINED 

To see in how far these theoretical curves are checked by actual 
experimental setups, the circuit shown in Fig. 8 was used. The input 
was derived from a class A amplifier of approximately two-watt capac
ity and the tuned circuit in the grid insures the input wave to be sinu
soidal. The output choke was what one would use in the filter system 
of a sixty-cycle B battery eliminator. An ReA portable cathode-ray 
OSCillograph, type TMV-122-R, was used and internally synchronized 
to obtain a stationary wave form on the fluorescent screen which was 
then photographed to nearly act.ual size by a camera with f 4.5 lens 
on timed exposure. In order to get the current wave through onc tube, 
a small resistance (37.5 ohms) was introduced into each tube circuit 
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at the ground end and two separate transformers were used to heat the 
filaments. This was necessary because one deflecting plate of the cath� 

Fig. 9-/=800; wL1=250; r=1500j p= 1500; m=6; n=24. 
Fig. 10-/=800; wL)=900; r=1500; p=1500; m=1.67; n=6.7. 

Fig. 11-/=800; wL1=250j r=750; p=1500; m=6; n=18. 
Fig. 12-/=800; ",L1=900; r=750; p=1500j m=1.67; n=5. 

ode-ray tube had to be permanently grounded and could not be con� 
nected to any ungrounded resistance in the plate circuit. A positive 
crest voltmeter was connected into the grid circuit for the purpose of 
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adjusting the input exciting peak E to equal the C bias Ec. A positive 
trough voltmeter7 was connected in the plate circuit to measure the 
minimum plate voltage, ep m i n .  Because of the distorted plate voltage 
wave, it may be noted that 2(Eb - ep mln) does not equal V2 Rleff, 
which holds only when the waves are sinusoidal . 

The osci llograms shown in Figs. 9, 10 ,  1 1 ,  and 12 indicated that the 
three main points noted on the theoretically calculated curves were 
checked quite satisfactorily. Of course, an exact quantitative agree
ment would not be expected because the tube characteristic could not 
be considered as linear and the cutoff was not as sharp as assumed in 
the linear characteristic.  In order to show that the wave forms depend 
only on the ratio of the resistance to leakage reactance for frequencies 
not low enough to call into play the effect of the primary inductancc, 
artificial leakage was introduced into the circuit by connecting two 
separate identical telephone repeater coils each in series with the choke 
at points shown by X in the diagram. Oscillograms substantiated the 
theory in showing that with wL l/ p and plr constant the wave shapes 
were nearly the same in spite of the fact that the frequency ratios were 
quite large. 

CONCLUSION 
From the above experimental results, it is evident that on the basis 

of the two simple assumptions, the wave shape in a class B audio am

plifier can be calculated quite satisfactorily. Also the equivalent circuit 
may be depended upon to give correct results . In order not to draw the 
present paper to too lengthy a study, only the theoretical aspect  of 
the solution of the problem has been touched. Such practical problems 

as what limiting values of leakage inductances may be tolerated with
out impairing the operating characteristics of the amplifier have not 
been analyzed. Another interesting problem would be to consider the 
effect of the primary inductance on the wave shape as the frequency 
becomes lower. A third practical problem would be to study the effect 
of dissymmetry in the transformer on the performance by making use 
of an equivalent circuit similar to Fig.  4. The other more difficult prob-

. l ems are to take into account the effects of grid current transients or 
to solve the problems without being restricted by the linear charac
teristic for the tubes. 
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iVIATHEMA'fICAL ApPENDIX 
Fig. 2 shows the circui t .  Let the symbols have the fol l owing R ig

nificance : 
It = amplifi cation factor of the tubes 
p = plate resistance of one tube 

E b = direct voltage supplied by B source 
Ec = magnitudc of C bias voltage ; J.l.Ec = E b 
E = peak value of alternating voltage impressed on the grid 

= Ec 
ip, i/ = plate currents through the upper and the lower tubes,  re

spectively, at any time 
ep, e/ = plate voltages on upper and lower tubes, respectively, at 

any time 
eu , eu ' = grid voltages on upper and lower tubes, respectively, at 

any timc ; eu = - Ec + E  cos wt ; eu ' = - Ec - E  c o s  wt 
L = self-inductance of one leg of the primary of transformer 

with the secondary and the other l eg both open-circuit(�d 
Ml = mutual induct.ance between the two legs of the primary 
L l = L - .Ml = leakage inductance of one leg of primary with 

respect to the other lcg 
L b = self-inductance of the secondary with both legs of the 

primary open-circuited 
Ai 2 = mutual inductance between each leg of primary and the 

secondary • 
L2 = L - J.f22IJ' b =total leakage inductance between one leg of 

primary and the secondary referred to the former 
N = .. /LILb = ratio of number of turns in onc leg of primary to 

that in the secondary 
1" = actual load resistance connected across the secondary 

r = N2r ' = load resistance referred to onc leg of the primary 
R = 4r = load resistance referred to the whole of primary ; i . e . ,  

plate t o  plate 
i' = actual current in the secondary or load resistance 
i = load current referred to onc leg of the primary = i'IN 

p = dl dt = differentiating operator 
O = wt ;  p O = w  

From Kirchhoff's laws, the plate voltages are : 

ep = Eb - Lpip + M1Pi/ + M2pi' ( 1 6) 
( 1 7) 
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and for the secondary circuit wc have 

Of, 
Lbpi ' + r 'i '  - Jf' 2P (ip - i/) = 0 

0 '  J.l.f2P (ip - i/) 
t = 0 

L bp + r '  

( 1 8) 

( 1 8a) 

Thcse three equations relat.e to the circuits extern al to the t l lbes.  The 
linear characteristic of the tubes giv e :  

( 1 9 )  
Consider first the case when both tubes are conducting, Sub�titut

iJlg i '  from ( 1 8a) into ( 1 6 )  and (17 ) and then use ep and el, '  in the char
acteristic ( 1 9 ) ,  it  will  be found after simplification t.hat 

pip = jJ.E cos fJ 
(L2P + r)Lp 0 L(L2 - Ll)p 2  + rilflP 

0 _____ tp + i/ (20) 
Lp + r Lp + r 

and, 
(J�2P + r)Lp L (£2 - LI)p2 + rM1P 

pi,,' = - jJ.E cos fJ - i/ + ip . (2 1 )  
L p  + r Lp + r 

Adding (20) and (2 1 )  wc ge t 
(22) 

giving therefore 
(23) 

where, 
(24) 

al ld 2B is  a const.ant of integration . Subst.racting (2 1 )  from (20 ) gives : 
o . , > .  L (2L2 - L1)p2+r (L +.M1)p 0 0 ' (2 ::: ) p(tp - lp ) = 2jJ.E cos fJ - ------ (lp - lp ) .  '-' 

Lp + r  
Assuming L and M 1 to  b e  large and L + JL t o  b e  approximatdy 2L, 
(2;'» becomps 

[(p + 2r) + (2J.12 - L1)p ] (ip - i/) = 2jJ.E cos fJ (26 )  
from which t h e  general soI l! tio]) i s  

o .  2jJ.E cos (fJ - cot-1 8) 
t - t ' = 2C�-·9 + (27) p p � 
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,,,here, 
(28) 

a.nd, 
Z.2 = (p + 2r) 2 + w2(2L2 - 1. 1) 2 .  (29) 

It may also be noted from ( 18a) that if L i s  large, th cn 
. i f  . _ I � = - = (lp - �p ) . N (30) 

In case t.he secondary is completely coupled io tbe  primary, (the 
two legs of the primary are, however, not completely coupled) ,  then 

(3 ] ) 
so that 

(32) 

The pbysical meaning of L2 in this case is quite interesting. It repre
sents the inductance measured between the center tap and the two 
outer terminals of the primary connected together, this inductan ce 
being the same as the parallel value of two identical uncoupled coils 
each having an inductance L1 _  Thus when the load resistance is con

nected directly across the output circuit from plate to plate as shown 
in Fig .  8, s = (1) and cot-I s = 0, the transient term having time constant 
s does not exist and Z. = p +2r, a nonreactive resistance.  Combining 
the results, the complete expressions for ip, i/, e p ,  e/, and i for the pe
riod in which both ip and i/ are positive are 

where, 

and, 

. ME cos (0 - cOt-1 8) 
� = Ct-BO + BemO + --------p Z. 

ME cos (0 - cot-1 8) 
i/ = - et-'O + B�-m8 - -------

Z. 
ZlJLE cos (0 - cot- 1 S + f/il) 

ep = Eb + pC�-·O + pB�-tn8 ----------
Z. 

cos f/il = 2r/Zl 
ZIJLE cos (0 - cot-1 S + f/il) 

e/ = Eb - pCE-·8 + pBE-mO + 
Z. 
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2p.H cos ( 8  - col 1 .-: ) 
i = 2Ct-,e + - -- -- - '  - - - - - - '. 

Z. 

\\'h ich arc the  eql lat iom' ( ::l )  g;iY ( , 1 l  i l l  11 1 ( '  body of t l H'  pa pt ' ] ' .  
Coming to t I I ( '  C : t H '  wht' l I  0 1 1 (' tnll ( '  i "  l l o t cO l l d l l c t i l l g ,  ( ' . g . ,  I , , '  = 0,  

w e  find 

i\ �s\lming L to be large, t his siIllpl i fi e� to 

(p + r + L2P l ip = }.LE cos (J 

� i \ ' i l l g  t h l ' cOlllplpt e �olu t i ( ) J l  

< l 1 I d ,  

}.L h'  c o s  ( 8  - cot- J n) 
ip = A t-nO + - - - - - - - . -. - - - -

. Z ,' 

n = (r + p) /wLz 
Zr.2 = (1' + p) 2 + w21"2 2  

r :na)  

a n d .A i"  lll lot i l (' r  e()] l � t an t of  integration . The valu e,:; o f  e ."  al l d  e ), '  a l' ( '  

1 l l < ' 1 l  

anu , Z22 = 1' 2 + W"J'22 ; c o �  <P2 = (/Z2 ; 
ep ' = li\ + [i ' + (1.2 - /' l )p j ip 

, (r + p) I.l J  - pl'2 
= }i, b  + - -- - - - - - A t  . " 

L2 

(35b) 

(;)5c) 

\\' ith Z32 = r"+w2(L2 - LJ ) 2, an d cos <p:l = r/Z3 .  These a re t h e  ( 'quat i oll,;  
! �) given i n  thp body of the paper.  As already explained , unly l wo a uxil
iary angles a aud p a r e  needed to ddillP the tr:m si tiowtl poi l lts  betw'cen 
the four periods . Denoting these periods by subHcripts  1 ,  2 ,  3, 4, the 
set of equati on B ( :3 )  may be gi ven a subscript 1 ,  those in set (4) s llb
�cript  2, and lhen relations ( ij )  ami ( 7 )  are \'alicl .  Th l l� t. lle continuity 
of t h e  diifen'nt qu:tntit iei' requires 
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i1• 1 ( - (Xl = ( )  (defin i l lg  equation for (d ( :3 I ia ) 
il ,/ ( - {3) = () (defining p( j l wtioll  for /3 )  ( :� l ih l 

i ,d" - (X l  = i ,," (7T - a) = 1,.1 ' (  - a) 
1 ,. [ (  - f 3) = ipi - p) 

i :W(' } 
, :3tid)  

( :3tk) 
The aboy e fiVf� equations a r e  sufficien t to determine the five quantities 
:1 , H , C , (x, an d {3. Solvin g t h e m  simnltaneously it i s  found that the thre(� 
const a n ts of in tegration fIlay be expn'ssed i n  terms of the two angles 
a an d f3 a.,.; fol lows : 

A =  

wi t h , 

H =  

( ' = 

L1E'- m Cl: 
- - -. .  _ .. -- - -- ----. J1 F  C()� a 

2 [ (r + p) Ll - pL2 ] 
. 

j1E [€ma cos ({3 + cot.- l s) + E '''P cos (a + cot- 1 8) I 

(37b) 

(:1 '7c )  

As for the values of ex and {3, they c an be found from the following two 
additional equations after eli minati n g  A a.nd B :  

a l l d ,  

J1 F  co,.; ( f3  + co t - [  n)  
2 /JE"'P = A E " d  + --- . .  - - . -- - --

� 'i 
r :r id l  

',"hell the  secondary is  completely coupled to  t h e  primary, t h C l l  
2L 2 = r I, 8 = XJ ,  cot-1  ,� = O, C = 0, and B of (:37e )  sirn p l i fip�  to : 

/J = � [COS f3 -= (�(���J 

p + 21 '  � "'i3 + E "" "  

a n d  t il E ' Y ll luc  o f  A in  (3 7a) becomes 
f "' \ �- " )  [ Zm 

] 
A = - --.. - -- /-lE cos (a - cot-I rn + cot- l n) . 

!' + P h n  
(38b) 
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Combining (3Sa) and (37b) we get one relation which a and {3 must 
satisfy as follows : 

E-ma cos a = - E-m/l cos f3 .  (39) 
Substituting th e values of A and B from (38b) and (38a) into (37d) 
and simplifying, the second relation that a and {3 must satisfy is 

(1 + mn) cos a + (n - m) sin a en ( "+/I-a)  = - . (40) ( 1  + mn) cos f3 + (n - m) sin f3 
To evaluate a and f3 from the two transcendental equations (39) and 

(40) is not as difficult as it might appear at first sight, because a and f3 
under ordinary circuit arrangements are both nearly equal to 7r/2 and 
n is fairly large, so that the value of a is approximately obtained by 
setting the numerator of (40) to zero ; Le . ,  

tan a � 1 + mn 
(41 ) 

n - m  

O T',  

a � tan-1 ---
1 + mn 

(42) 
m - n  

With the value of a so found, the corresponding value of {3 can be 
easily obtained from (39) with the help of logarithmic and trigonomet
ric tables . A second and closer approximation can be obtained by 
checking up the relation of continuity 

(43) 
This relation is chosen for this purpose in preference to the others be
because a slight error in a and f3 shows up most prominently in the 
inequality of both sides of (43) .  If this relation does not check to 
within a small fraction of a per cent, a slightly different value for a 
�hould be used and the corresponding {3 found, and the same equali ty 
checked again. Usually two or three trials are sufficient to yield results 
that are accurate enough for curve plotting . 

.... --.>-.-< ........... 
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